Ask your doctor if witchcraft is right for you.

Hallie’s spent her life caring for her geriatric patients as a nurse in the nearly abandoned town of Buckstop, Texas. When she wakes up from a particularly epic bender to learn she has lost her nursing license, she forges a new way to provide healthcare by teaming up with a local witch. Together, they bypass Big Pharma and the business of Western medicine to access drugs and healing for their patients. As the coven grows in popularity, the practices of Medicine and Magic collide and coalesce into something entirely new that infuses the dying town with newfound purpose. But when the coven comes under fire, Hallie is forced to face some inner demons and sort out what she really believes before her own destruction spills over into the rest of the community.

Daybreak Guild, full of care, wit, and magic, is a comedy about healers and healing. How do we heal each other? How do we heal ourselves?
HALLIE - 50’s, open ethnicity, retired nurse practitioner. Going blind but learning to see.

ANNIE - 20-30, Asian-American, left Buckstop but found herself back sooner than expected.

WINTER MOON - 30-50, open ethnicity. A witch who’s not afraid of some light fraud.

ETHAN - 20-30, open ethnicity, decorated army vet turned LARP-er.

JAX - 60+, open ethnicity, homebody, kind.

INTIMACY:
Annie takes Hallie’s vitals, and does an overall health check up.

Winter takes Hallie’s hands, later moves them.

We are planning to perform without masks and with physical contact. If you have any questions or concerns about this please reach out (francesmckittrick2024@u.northwestern.edu) Your comfort level will NOT factor into our decision.
REHEARSALS FOR DAYBREAK GUILD WILL BEGIN THE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 29, AND WE WILL AIM TO HAVE 2-3 REHEARSALS PRIOR TO WINTER BREAK BASED ON EVERYONE’S AVAILABILITY AND STUDY NEEDS. THERE WILL BE NO REHEARSALS DURING FINALS WEEK.

AFTER WINTER BREAK, A MORE REGULAR REHEARSAL SCHEDULE WILL BEGIN FROM WEEKS 1-5.

PLEASE REACH OUT TO FRANCESMCKITTRICK2024@U.NORTHWESTERN.EDU WITH ANY QUESTIONS!